Abstract-A profitable way of digitizing a new musical composition is by using a pen-based (online) system, in which the score is created with the sole effort of the composition itself. However, the development of such systems is still largely unexplored. Some studies have been carried out but the use of particular little datasets has led to avoid objective comparisons between different approaches. To solve this situation, this work presents the Handwritten Online Musical Symbols (HOMUS) dataset, which consists of 15200 samples of 32 types of musical symbols from 100 different musicians. Several alternatives of recognition for the two modalities -online, using the strokes drawn by the pen, and offline, using the image generated after drawing the symbol-are also presented. Some experiments are included aimed to draw main conclusions about the recognition of these data. It is expected that this work can establish a binding point in the field of recognition of online handwritten music notation and serve as a baseline for future developments.
I. Introduction
Composing music with pen and paper is still a common procedure. However, there may be several reasons for exporting a music score to a digital format: storage, distribution and reproduction; using its information in the search of musical pieces; grouping of styles and detection of plagiarism; or for building digital libraries. Conventional digital score editors put musical symbols on a score by using point and click actions with the mouse. These tools represent a tedious effort for the user, leading to consume a lot of time. The use of digital instruments seems a more comfortable alternative. Digital instruments (such as a MIDI piano) can be connected directly to the computer and transfer the information while playing the musical piece. However, this type of transcription is not error-free and rarely catch all the nuances that may contain a score. Moreover, the music sheet can be scanned in order to use an automatic score transcription tool -commonly referred as Optical Music Recognition (OMR) systems [1] -. This option represents an effortless alternative for the user. Unfortunately, OMR systems are far from achieving accurate transcriptions, especially for handwritten scores [2] . Thus, the transcription has to be corrected afterwards.
Although one of the above methods can be used, it is more profitable digitizing the score at the same time the composer writes. In this way, the score is digitized with the sole effort of the composition itself. With an online transcription system, many of the problems above discussed can be avoided, plus additional advantages (e.g., the ability to quickly reproduce the current composition). Furthermore, recognition of this kind of musical symbols could have use in other contexts. For instance, it is feasible to think of a scenario in which an OMR system allows corrections using a digital pen, rather than having to use the conventional mechanism of a score editor. This approach has been already applied to Handwritten Text Recognition [3] .
Some previous studies have been carried out but this field still remains largely unexplored. One of the major absences is a dataset that serve as reference for research. All the previous works have worked with its own dataset and its own set of musical symbols. Therefore, comparative studies to know which approaches perform better than others have not been conducted so it is still unclear what is the current status of the research. The present work aims to set a reference point for research on recognition of online handwritten musical symbols. To this end, a large dataset is provided for free access 1 , covering the most used symbols in the composition of musical scores. To establish the first baseline, experimentation with well-known pattern recognition algorithms is presented so that more information about the dataset can be known such as the difficulty of the recognition task or which techniques seem more promising. It is also expected that the results can serve as baseline for future comparisons and developments.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the nature of the recognition of online handwritten music notation. The description of the dataset is shown in Section III. Section IV presents some baseline techniques for this dataset. Experiments are presented in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. Recognition of Pen-Based Handwritten Music Notation
Over decades, much research has been devoted to the development of friendly music score editors. Despite all these efforts, there is still no satisfactory solution. The emergence of tablet computer devices has open new avenues to approach this problem. With these devices, a musician can compose its music on a digital score using an electronic pen and have it effortlessly digitized.
The recognition of online (or pen-based) handwritten music notation task is defined as recognition of musical symbols at the time they are being written. The great variability in the manner of writing the musical symbols is the main difficulty to overcome. Figure 1 shows some examples of handwritten musical symbols from different musicians. This variability is also a problem in OMR systems, but this scenario offers important advantages with respect to them: the staff lines (one of the main issues in offline OMR systems) do not interfere in the recognition since they are handle by the underlying system, the symbol detection could be intrinsically performed somehow, and the information about how the strokes are drawn is available.
These strokes -considered as the shape between pen-down and pen-up actions-produce an ordered set of points, which indicate the path followed by the pen. Similarly, each symbol can be drawn by one or more strokes. But not only this information can be extracted. An image of the shape itself can also be used for the classification (as it would be done in offline recognition). This modality gives another perspective of the symbol and it is more robust against the speed of the user, the order followed to draw a symbol and the number of strokes used.
The first systems for pen-based recognition of musical scores were based on the use of simple gestures. This is the case of Presto system [4] , which received as input short gestures that were generally mnemonic of the music symbols. These gestures were processed and translated to the actual musical symbols. With the same idea, Polácek et al. [5] created a new gesture alphabet especially designed for its use in low-resolution devices. The main drawback of these approaches is that they require an adaptation of the user to the gesture alphabet recognized by the system. Subsequently, there were other works that allowed writing symbols in its conventional manner. Miyao and Maruyama [6] based their system on the recognition of primitives (lines, circles, arcs, etc.), using information both the stroke path and the shape drawn. After the recognition, these primitives are combined to reconstruct the musical symbols. A similar approach was used in [7] , in which document spatial structures were defined and combined with context-free grammars. However, depending on the musician writing, a musical symbol may consist of different primitives, so that the rules to rebuild the symbols lack the robustness needed to handle the different writing styles. Moreover, systems that have as their objective the recognition of complete musical symbol can also be found. George [8] used the images generated by the digital pen to learn an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to recognize the symbols. Lee et al. [9] proposed the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for recognition of some of the most common musical symbols The recognition of online handwritten music notation is still a novel field so it is not yet established guidelines about which types of algorithms perform better. Aforementioned works have performed experiments that were only focused on finding the optimal parameters of the specific algorithm used. Each of them used its own dataset, its own set of musical symbols and its own nature of the input (see Table I ), so it is unclear what dataset must be used to evaluate the performance of new approaches. This has hitherto led to a lack of comparative experiments to assess which of the proposed algorithms perform better in this context. To provide a solution to this problem, this work presents the HOMUS dataset, described in the next section.
III. The Handwritten Online Musical Symbols dataset
This section presents the Handwritten Online Musical Symbols (HOMUS) dataset. The objective is to provide a reference corpus for research on the recognition of online handwritten music notation. The dataset is available at http://grfia.dlsi.ua.es/homus/.
Analyzing previous works, it was observed that most of them only took into account a small set of the possible musical symbols. In addition, it is important to stress that each musician has its own writing style, as it occurs in handwritten text. Increasing both the set of musical symbols and the number of different writing styles is advisable if reliable results about the recognition of online handwritten music notation are pursued.
Following this way, the HOMUS was built by 100 musicians from the Escuela de Educandos Asociación Musical l'Avanç (El Campello, Spain) and Conservatorio Superior de Música de Murcia "Manuel Massotti Littell" (Murcia, Spain) music schools, among whom were both music teachers and advanced students. In order to cover more scenarios, some of them were experienced in handwritten music composition while other have few composition experience. Musicians were encouragingly asked to draw the symbols trying not to do it in a perfect manner, but in its own, particular style (which is reflected in the variability shown in Fig. 1 ). Each of them were asked to draw four times the 32 classes listed in Table II , which has resulted in 15200 samples spread over 38 templates 2 . Each sample of the dataset contains the label and the strokes composing the symbol. These strokes consists of a set of points relative to a coordinate center. Storing the data in this way allows covering all the possibilities considered: the image can be generated from the strokes, every single stroke can be extracted easily, and each individual symbol remains isolated. Since the pitch of the notes is based on its position over the staff, it is unnecessary to detect it in the classification, but it may be assigned in a post-processing stage.
It should be noted that not all musical symbols appear in the dataset. Less relevant symbols such as accidentals, ornaments or instrument-specific notation were left out although they could be added to the score with another mechanism (e.g., via a contextual menu). There are other symbols that can not be present because of their unfixed length (such as ties or slurs) for which an alternative mechanism of addition can also be found.
To create the dataset a Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 device was used and symbols were written using the stylus S-Pen. This device was chosen among the standalone friendly options because of its optimality to work with an e-pen. The device has a resolution of 1280×800 (149 ppi) and a sampling rate of 16 ms (60 fps). An application that requests musicals symbols to be drawn on an empty staff was developed. The staff was composed of five parallel lines with a line thickness of 3 and an equal staff line spacing of 14. These two values are provided as a reference for possible rescaling since they are the common features for this purpose in OMR systems [10] .
In addition to the dataset, this paper is intended to provide a baseline of the classification rate that can be achieved. Some basic techniques to recognize HOMUS samples are described in the next section.
IV. Baseline techniques
In this section, some techniques for the recognition of the samples contained in the HOMUS dataset are presented. The goal is not to achieve high success rates, but provide some notions about the classification of the symbols. It is also expected that experiments identify the most promising techniques to recognize this kind of data and the results can be used as baseline to compare future developments.
The dual nature of the data -using the strokes and using the image-leads us to explore both ways in the classification of the symbols. Classification techniques for each of these modalities are presented in the following subsections.
A. Online Techniques
The online recognition modality uses the strokes made by the pen. These strokes provide information about how the shape has been generated segment by segment. This modality takes advantage of the local information, expecting that a particular musical symbol follows similar paths. Depending on the type of musical symbol and the pace of the user, a greater or lower number of points will be generated. Therefore, each sample has a different dimension. Due to this, most of the conventional techniques based on equal-sized feature vectors can not be applied. For this reason, we will restrict ourselves to the use of the Nearest Neighbor (NN) technique and Hidden Markov Models (HMM).
1) Nearest Neighbor:
Let X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a set of labeled samples and let x ∈ X be the sample that minimizes a dissimilarity measure d(x, x ) to a test point x. The NN rule [11] assigns to x the label associated with x . The natural extension of this rule is to use the k-nearest samples (k-NN) and assign the most frequent label. The performance of this rule is strongly related to the dissimilarity measure d(x, x ) utilized. Two alternatives are presented in the following lines: Edit Distance with Freeman Chain Codes (FCC) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).
Given two strings, the edit distance (or Levenshtein distance) [12] is the minimum number of edit operations -usually insertion, deletion and substitution-to convert one string into another. To use this distance over the samples of the HOMUS, the set of points that represents a musical symbol has to be converted into a string. Codification based on Freeman Chain Code (FCC) [13] is applied. FCC is a typical method to build strings from image contours. It converts each pair of pixels into one code in function of the neighboring direction. In this case, instead of a contour we have a set of points that are not continuous (because of the device sampling rate). This situation can be approached in many ways. Between each pair of points a line that connects them can be interpolated. Thus we can establish a continuous path and applying the conventional FCC afterwards. Moreover, each pair of points can be replaced by a code based on the angle they form (see Fig. 2 ). These two approaches (FCC and FCC based on angle) will be evaluated experimentally. For symbols with multiple strokes, a specific code is concatenated at the end of each stroke.
On the other hand, DTW is a technique for measuring the dissimilarity between two time signals which may be of different durations. It was firstly used in speech recognition [14] although its use has widely extended to other fields [15] , [16] . Let x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m ) be two time series, of length n and m respectively. DTW(i, j) is defined recursively as
, otherwise
and therefore, DTW(x,y) = DTW(n,m). In our case, x i and y i are points in a 2-dimensional space. Hence, the distance d(x i , y j ) is the Euclidean distance between two points. The algorithm is implemented using a dynamic programming scheme, reducing the complexity to O(nm). Details about the intrinsic operation of the algorithm can be found in [14] .
2) Hidden Markov Models:
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [17] are statistical models that define an unobservable Markov process generating an observable output sequence. They have been successfully used in online handwritten recognition during the last years [18] , [19] . In our work, a continuous left-to-right topology is used and the models are trained with the Baum-Welch algorithm [20] . Both the number of states and the number of Gaussian densities in the mixtures are adjusted in preliminary experiments.
Feature extraction is performed as described in the work of Kian et al. [9] , which obtained good results for online music symbol recognition.
B. Offline Techniques
After drawing the symbol, an image can be obtained by creating lines between pair of consecutive points. After this, the lines are dilated to simulate a thickness of 3 as used to collect the samples. The information contained in these images provide a new perspective on the recognition and it does not overlap with the nature of the online recognition. The advantage of this representation is that it is robust against different speeds or different orders when writing the symbol.
The baseline showed here is inspired by the work of Rebelo et al. [21] on offline musical symbol recognition. The algorithms considered are k-Nearest Neighbor, Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector Machines and Hidden Markov Models. The images are resized to 20 × 20 and no feature extraction is performed (except for Hidden Markov Models).
1) k-Nearest Neighbor:
The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) rule, explained in the previous subsection, can also be used for recognition from images. In this case, a 400-dimensional vector with real values is received as input. To measure the dissimilarity between two samples, the Euclidean distance is used. Some different values for the parameter k will be evaluated experimentally (1, 3 and 5).
2) Artificial Neural Networks: Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) emerged as an attempt to mimic the operation of the nervous system to solve machine learning problems. An ANN comprises a set of interconnected neurons following a certain topology. Further details about ANN can be found in [22] .
The topology of a neural network can be quite varied. For this work, the common neural network called Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is used. This topology was also used for the same purpose in the work of George [8] . This kind of networks can be trained with the backpropagation algorithm [23] . The number of hidden states was fixed to 200 with just one hidden layer.
3) Support Vector Machines: Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a supervised learning algorithm developed by Vapnik [24] . It seeks for a hyperplane
which maximizes the separation (margin) between the hyperplane and the nearest samples of each class (support vectors). Among the alternatives to extend the algorithm for multi-class problems, the one-vs-one scheme is used here.
SVM relies on the use of a Kernel function to deal with non-linearly separable problems. In this work, two kernel functions will be considered: radial basis function (RBF) kernel (Eq. 3) and polynomial (Poly) kernel (Eq. 4).
The training of the SVM is conducted by the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm [25] .
4) Hidden Markov Models:
HMM are used here as explained for the online data. In this case, resizing and feature extraction are performed like in the work of Pugin [26] .
V. Experimentation
The experimental part of this work focuses on providing the first classification results for the HOMUS dataset. In this way, we try to show what aspects of these data seem more appropriate or what are the main challenges to recognize the different musical symbols. To this end, two experiments are presented in this section. The first experiment is carried out to assess if the algorithms can detect the symbols regardless the particular style of each musician. The second experiment is aimed to analyze the accuracy of the algorithms when samples of the same user have been presented during the training stage. Next subsections describe these experiments.
A. User-independent experiment
In this experiment we aim to assess the difficulty of recognizing symbols from an unknown user. The samples of each musician are isolated from the whole dataset and used as test set (100 sets). Then, a 100-fold cross validation is conducted using a common 0 − 1 loss function. The error rates obtained after applying the algorithms described in Section IV are shown in Fig. 3 (user-independent columns).
As seen in the results, algorithms are not very reliable in this scenario since all of them obtain error rates higher than 15 %. DTW obtains the lowest error rate (15.2 %). Among the offline techniques, SVM with RBF kernel provides the best error rate (26 %). To measure the significance of the results, a Wilcoxon statistical test was performed using KEEL software [27] (see Table III ). It can be seen that DTW achieves significantly better results than other techniques.
B. User-dependent experiment
The latter experiment is focused on assessing how the classification results are affected when samples of the same musician are found in the training set. Each musician is divided into four sets and each one is used as a fold for a cross-validation experiment. To build the training set, two alternatives can be used: (1) using only the rest of the samples of the same musician (user set), and (2) using the rest of the dataset, including the remaining samples of the same musician Summary of the Wilcoxon test for user-independent experiment. •= the method in the row improves the method of the column. •= the method in the column improves the method of the row. Upper diagonal of level significance α = 0.9, Lower diagonal level of significance α = 0.95 (whole set). These two options are confronted experimentally in a 400-fold (four per musician) cross validation. Figure 3 (user-dependent columns) shows the results of this experiment, which is measure using the 0 − 1 loss function as well.
Algorithms using the online nature of the data have the best performance while those exploiting offline modality still have higher error rates. Conventional FCC has reported the best error rate, on average (7 %). Regarding the two ways of building the training set, there is no clear trend in the results. Some algorithms have improved when using the whole dataset such as NN family and, especially, SVM with a RBF kernel (from 61 % to 23 %) because of its poor performance with few training data. However, in other algorithms, the error rate hardly varies or even rises, as in the case of SVM with a Polynomial kernel, the MLP or HMM with online features. The Wilcoxon statistical tests for these experiments are shown in Table IV and V. If each modality is seen as a whole, algorithms that work with the online data, except for HMM, achieve significantly better results than the others.
Comparing these results with those obtained in the previous experiment we can conclude that including samples of the same user during the training set can remarkably improve the performance of some algorithms. For instance, FCC has improved considerably its performance from 18 % to 7 % of error rate. Depending on the algorithm used, it is more Summary of the Wilcoxon test for user-dependent (user set) experiment. •= the method in the row improves the method of the column. •= the method in the column improves the method of the row. Upper diagonal of level significance α = 0.9, Lower diagonal level of significance α = 0.95
Summary of the Wilcoxon test for user-dependent (whole set) experiment. •= the method in the row improves the method of the column. •= the method in the column improves the method of the row. Upper diagonal of level significance α = 0.9, Lower diagonal level of significance α = 0.95
convenient to do it with the rest of the dataset or only with the remaining samples of the same user. Algorithms that exploit the online modality of the data, except for the HMM, have shown a significantly better performance in both experiments. Specifically, DTW has proven to be the best technique since it improves significantly the results of other algorithms in the user-independent experiment and no one is significantly better in the user-dependent experiments. HMM deserves further consideration because its performance is closely linked to feature extraction. In any case, in this work we focused on features used in previous studies for the same task.
VI. Conclusions
The work presented here aims to become a first point of reference for recognition of online handwritten music notation. This process is focused on recognizing musical symbols that are drawn on a digital score using a friendly tablet device and an electronic pen. In this way, musicians can digitize their compositions without resorting to conventional music score editors.
Some previous studies that have worked on this issue have been presented. However, all of them used their own corpus, so there is still a lack of comparative experiments that indicate which algorithms are better for this task. To solve this problem, this paper has presented the HOMUS (Handwritten Online Musical Symbols) dataset. This dataset contains 15200 samples of musical symbols from 100 expert musicians. Within this set, 32 different types of musical symbols can be found. It is expected that the dataset provides sufficient samples so that the results depend on the techniques used for classification.
To establish the first baseline, experiments with well-known pattern recognition algorithms have been carried out. FCC, DTW and HMM have been used to take advantage of the online nature of these data while k-NN, SVM, ANN and HMM have been utilized to classify samples from the offline modality (image). Two experiments were conducted to better understand this dataset and draw the first conclusions on the classification of these symbols. The first experiment consists in measuring the difficulty of recognizing a symbol when it comes from an unknown musician (user-independent). In the second experiment, samples of the same musician are included in the training set (user-dependent). Results showed that recognizing symbols from unseen styles presents the main difficulty. Error rates of the user-independent experiment among 32 classes did not dropped below 15 % in any of the algorithms considered. Algorithms that exploit the online nature of the data have proven to be the most promising for the classification task, achieving results that improve the performance of those which use the offline modality. Considering all the experiments, DTW has shown the best performance. Nevertheless, results showed room for improvement.
These results has also led to the conclusion that a competitive system will need samples of the actual user. This scenario is feasible in real-world cases. The user can be asked to perform a training phase before using the system, in which he writes all the musical symbols with his own style. This extra effort can prevent a large number of classification errors that must be posteriorly corrected. Forcing the user to perform this phase can be actually seen as a way to minimize the human effort throughout the entire process. The user can also provide his writing style transparently by means of corrections where a misclassification is produced (user adaptation techniques).
As future work, the main challenge is to extend this work to recognize entire music scores.
